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Abstract

An experimental investigation was completed in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel with the objective of

determining the performance characteristics of a ducted fan. The model was an annular duct with a 38-in diameter, 10-in
chord, and a 5-bladed fixed-pitch fan. Model variations included duct angle of attack, exit vane flap length, flap

deflection angle, and duct chord length. Duct performance data were obtained for axial and forward flight test

conditions. Axial flow test data showed figure of merit decreases with increasing advance ratio. Forward flight data

showed an increasing propulsive force with decreasing duct angle of attack. Exit vane flap deflection angle and flap
chord length were shown to be an effective way of providing side force. Extending the duct chord did not effect the duct

performance.
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Notation Introduction

Duct exit area, fi2

Duct chord, ft

Lift coefficient, L/qd,cd
Power coefficient, 550P/pnSd 5

Thrust coefficient, shaft axis, T/pn2d 4

Propulsive force coefficient, wind axis, Fp/pn2d 4
Fan diameter, ft

Duct exit diameter, ft

Propulsive force, wind axis, lb

Figure of merit, 50(d/'Aet/2)(C,r312/Cp), percent
Advance ratio, VJnd
Lift, Ib

Fan rotational speed, rps
Fan rotational speed, rpm

Fan shaft power, 27t(Q/12)N/33000, hp

Freestream dynamic pressure, l/2pVf, lb/ft 2
Thrust, lb

Free-stream velocity, tps

Duct angle of attack, deg
Vane flap deflection angle, deg

Mass density of air, slugs/ft '_
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Ducted fans, or shrouded propellers, hold promise as a
devices for high static thrust propulsion systems. When

compared to an isolated propeller of the same diameter

and power loading, ducted propellers typically produce
greater static thrust. In addition, the ducted fan system

offers a supplementary safety feature attributed to
enclosing the rotating fan in the duct, therefore making it

an attractive option for various advanced unmanned air

vehicle configurations or for small/personal air vehicles
(Ref. 1).

In static conditions, the lift due to the tan acts vertically.
Air is drawn into the duct and divides at a stagnation

point. The duct cross-section acts like an airfoil where the
resultant lift vectors of the duct are strongly canted
towards the center of the duct. The vertical components of

the vectors provide additional duct lift. In translational
flight, the freestream airflow adds more complexity to the

flow field. On both the upstream and downstream edges
of the duct, the stagnation point moves towards the

oncoming flow. The upstream side of the duct operates at
a higher angle of attack, increasing the magnitude of the

upstream lift vector. As well, the downstream side of the
duct operates at a lower angle of attack, decreasing the

magnitude of the lift vector. The combined vectors result

in a net increase in duct translational lift. However, they
also result in a pitching moment on the duct's leading

edge and a horizontal force in the freestream airflow
direction, referred to as duct translational drag.
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Earlyductedfanresearchindicatedthebenefitsgainedby
ductingor shroudinga propellerin staticconditionsas
reportedin 1931byStipa(Ref.2). Reference3 reports
guidenozzleresearchfor hydraulicandaeronautical
propellers.In the 1960's,hoverandforwardflight
performancecharacteristicsforawingtipmounted,4-foot
diameterductedfanwerereportedin Refs.4 and5. On
thesamemodel,ductexitvanesandhorizontalstabilizers
werestudiedasmethodstoalleviatelongitudinaltrimand
controlproblems(Ref.6)andtheperformanceeffectsof
changingfan bladeanglefor 0-degductanglewere
reported(Ref.7). Theaerodynamiccharacteristicsofa7-
footdiameterductedpropellerwerereportedforvariations
ofpower,free-streamvelocity,bladeangle,andductangle
of attack(Ref.8). A comprehensive performance study
(Ref. 9) analyzed a large number of model variations,

indicating the shroud exit area ratio as the more dominant

design variable. _, ,

._ ,_,n'b:.:_f
NASA Ames Research Center and Millennium Jet Inc. : _!i

have collaborated on an experimental investigation to
study the performance characteristics of a ducted fan,

representative of that on the SoloTrek XFV (Ref. 1). The
goal of this effort was to determine the duct performance
for variations of fan and duct geometry, for axial and

forward flight test conditions. This paper will present a

review of the wind tunnel test and the duct performance
results

Test Description

Installation

Figure I shows the test installation of the ducted fan in the
7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research

Center. The model was rigidly fixed to a support cradle
and mounted to the wind tunnel turntable. The fan was

attached to the drivetrain through a splined connection in

the fan hub. The main support arm and two streamlined

support arms provided duct support. The pre-existing
model drive train and the desire to locate the duct near the

center of the test section resulted in the model support

cradle and motor being exposed above the tunnel floor.

The fan was driven by a 125 HP, water-cooled, electric
motor through two right-angle gearboxes. The wind

tunnel turntable provided the duct angle of attack changes.
Figure 2 illustrates the hover/axial flight and forward

flight test orientations.

Fig. 1. Ducted fan test in the NASA Ames
7- by 10- Foot Wind Tunnel.

101'1:-

a) Hover/axial flight orientation, _ = +90 deg

20°.

Oft

b) Forward flight orientation, {x = 0 deg (0_ = -20 deg
indicates orientation of duct, not support structure)

Fig. 2. Ducted fan model orientation.
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Model

The model consisted of an annular duct with a five-bladed,

fixed pitch fan. The duct had a 38-in inner diameter and a
10-in chord. Two 3-in chord vanes with l-in flaps were

located at the duct exit (Fig. 3). Exit vane flap deflection

angle was manually adjustable to _+40 deg, in 10-deg
increments. Baseline model parameters and variations in

model geometry are shown in Table I. Due to
manufacturing defects, the fan tip clearance was not

constant along the duct circumference. Tip clearance

variations included 0.123 in at the top and 0.207 in at the
bottom of the duct. The smallest tip clearances were

0.065 and 0.060 in at the 4 and 7 o'clock positions,

respectively. Reference 10 shows that, as tip-clearance
ratios increase, the duct thrust drops off rapidly. However,

it is not known to what degree the tip clearance variations
effect the test results.

were averaged and used to calculate lift, thrust, and side

force coefficients. The power input to the ducted fan was
determined using the motor torque and rotation speed.

Table 1. Model parameters

Parameter Baseline Variation

Duct Inner diameter 38 ill

Chord 10 in 15 in

Duct length 25.4% 50.7%

(chord/diameter)

Expansion angle 6 deg

Fan No. of blades 5

Diameter 38 in

Hub-tip diameter ratio 0.211

Blade angle control Fixed pitch

Blade angle at tip 14.5 deg

Tip clearance 0.07% to
(clearance/diameter) 2.4%

Exit Vane Chord 3 in

Flap chord 1 in 2.25 in

Flap angle 0 deg _+40 deg
in 10 deg
increment

S

Test Parameters

Duct performance data were acquired over a range of axial
and cross-flow test conditions, as shown in Table 2.

Primarily, the tests were directed toward varying fan

rotation speed at a given duct angle and tunnel speed.

Fig. 3. Exit vane with I-in flap

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Forces and moments on the model were measured using

the wind-tunnel balance system. Motor (fan) rotational
speed was measured using an optical trigger. Torque was
measured with an instrumented moment arm that was

attached to the motor casing. Main and streamlined

support arm loads were instrumented with strain gages.

Test section velocity was measured using two methods,
the tunnel pressure rings and a vane anemometer. The

vane anemometer was used for tunnel speeds below 40

ft/sec and the tunnel differential pressures were used for
tunnel speeds above 40 ft/sec. In addition to the physical
measurements of the model, tufts were applied to the duct,

fan hub centerbody, and one fan blade to monitor the flow
field of each respective element. Model wake and tunnel

wall interactions were monitored with tufts applied to the

tunnel walls. The data acquisition system simultaneously
recorded each parameter for a period of 2 sec, at a sample

rate of 1024 samples per sec per channel. Model forces

Table 2. Range of Test Conditions

Parameter Axial Forward Flight

V_ (ft/sec) 0 to 42 5 to 135
J -0.11 to 0.25 0to !.14

N (rpm) 1800, 2000, 2200, 1800, 2200,
2400, 2600, 3000, 3400 2600, 3000

(deg) +90, -90 5, 0, -2, -5,
- 10, - 15, -20, -25

5 (deg) -40 to +40 -40 to +40

10-de_ increments 10-de_ increments

Axial testing represented both hover and vertical descent

flight test conditions. Fan rotational speed was varied
from 1800 to 3400 rpm, corresponding to a maximum tip

speed of 564 ft/sec. Low advance ratios represented near-
hover conditions, however, the model did generate

significant flow through the tunnel. Therefore, the model
was tested at _+90 deg angle of attack to create different
axial flow conditions. At 90-deg angle of attack, the
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tunnelwasrunatlowspeedstogenerateflowagainstthe
modeltoachievenear-zeroandevennegativeinflow.

Forwardflight conditionsrelateto operationsin cross
flowswith the duct tilted forwardor at low speed
maneuvering,withtheductnearlyflat. A seriesof tests
wereconductedwith theductangleof attackvaried
between5 degand-25 deg.Maximumfanspeedwas
3000rpm,correspondingto atipspeedof 497ft/sec,and
advanceratiorangedfrom0to 1.14.

Exitvanedeflectionanglesfrom-40degto40degwere
examinedforbothaxialandforwardflighttestconditions.

Results and Discussion

Baseline pertbrmance characteristics were measured for
axial and forward flight test conditions. Results from

model geometry variations including the effects of flap
deflection angle, flap chord length and duct chord length

were obtained. Unless otherwise stated, performance

results represent the combined duct and fan forces.

Axial

The thrust coefficient, power coefficient, and figure of
merit are shown as functions of advance ratio in Fig. 4.

The axial flow data, representing near static conditions,

are clustered in two advance ratio regions, 0.05 to 0.10

and 0.20 to 0.25. The lower advance ratio range was a
result of the fan outwash flow directed opposite of the

wind tunnel normal flow direction as shown in Fig. 2a,

producing a thrust coefficient of 0.16. The higher advance
ratio range was the result of directing the fan outwash

flow along the norma] tunnel direction, ot = -90 deg, which

produced a 0.13 thrust coefficient. Figure 4b indicates
minimal power coefficient scatter, and Fig. 4c shows an
average near-hover figure of merit of about 50 percent.

Forward Flight
Baseline forward flight performance data are shown ill

Fig. 5. Propulsive force coefficient versus advance ratio

for the full range of duct angle of attack as seen in Fig. 5a
shows a positive propulsive force at low advance ratios for

each duct angle of attack. As advance ratio increases,

propulsive force decreases. As the ducted fan was

adjusted to a more negative angle of attack, the propulsive
force increased due to additional force from the forward

component of the lift vector. Therefore, the combined
forces were able to overcome the drag of the ducted fan.

To maintain constant positive propulsive force with
increasing advance ratio, the angle of attack must become

more negative.

Power coefficient increases with increasing advance ratio

(Fig. 5b). Reducing the duct angle of attack lowers the

power coefficient. The flow appears to be separated over
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Fig. 4. Ducted fan thrust coefficient, power coeffÉcient,
and figure of merit as a function of advance ratio, axial

flow, baseline configuration.

the duct lip at a duct angle of attack of 5 deg. Also, at 5-
deg angle of attack, the power curve departs from the

general trend of other tested angle of attack conditions.

Figure 5c shows that the lift coefficient. Initially the lift
increases with increasing advance ratio. As the duct angle
of attack becomes more negative, the thrust vector from
the fan and duct is tilted more forward. Consequently, the

vertical thrust component is lower, accounting for the
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reductionin lift asductangleof attackdecreases.At 5-
deg duct angleof attack,the lift coefficientis
approximatelyequalto the0-degangleof attackdata.
Thisis theresultof lossfromthethrustvector,butgain
frommovementof thestagnationpointontheduct. At

-5-deg angle of attack, both the thrust vector and the
stagnation point movement result in losses in the vertical

component of thrust.
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Exit Vane Effectiveness

The exit vanes had two offsetting characteristics.

Although the vanes add blockage to the downstream flow
of the fan, they also assist in realigning the swirl

component of the flow. A flapped vane, located at the
duct exit can produce side forces. If the ducted fan is

sufficiently above or below a vehicle's center of gravity,

that side force can be used to produce control moments.

The side force coefficient for the 3-in exit vane with the

1.00-in and 2.25-in flaps was measured in axial flow test

conditions (Fig. 6). The side force coefficient appears to

increase as flap deflection angle increases. A slightly
greater side force was produced by the 2.25-in flap, Fig.

6b, than the l-in flap. Pitch, yaw and roll moment
coefficients varied from -0.02 and +0.02.
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b) 2.25-in chord flap

Fig. 6. Side force coefficient versus fan rotation speed,
baseline configuration.

Fig. 5. Forward flight ducted fan performance versus
advance ratio, baseline configuration.

Duct Extension

Limited testing was performed to investigate the effect of
increasing the duct chord length. A longer, 15-in chord,
duct was created by adding a 5-in trailing edge sheet metal
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extensionto thebaseline,10-inchord,duct. Figure7
showsthethrustcoefficientforeachductversusadvance
ratio.Comparisonsweremadeforaxialflowconditions
only.Extendingtheductchorddidnotsignificantlyeffect
thethrustcoefficient.
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Fig. 7. Duct extension effect on thrust coefficient, axial
flow conditions.

Conclusions

An experimental investigation was completed in the 7- by
10-Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center to

determine the performance characteristics of a ducted fan
model. Axial and forward flight performance results were

reported. The effects of variations in model geometry,
such as exit vane flap deflection angle, flap chord length,

and duct chord length were investigated. Specific finding
and recommendations as a result of this investigation are

as follows:

I) Axial flow data, representing near static conditions,

produced an average thrust coefficient of 0.16 and an
average figure of merit of about 50 percent.

2) Forward flight propulsive force results showed that in
order to maintain constant positive propulsive force with

increasing advance ratio, the duct angle of attack must

become more negative. Also, as advance ratio increases,

power coefficient increases. Decreasing the duct angle of
attack lowers the power coefficient. At 5-deg angle of

attack, the flow appears to be separated over the duct lip.

3) Exit vane flap deflection angle and flap chord length
were shown to be effective methods of producing duct
side torce.

4) Extending the duct chord length did not significantly

change the duct thrust coefficient.

6) Additional testing should be performed to research the
effects of the non-uniform tip clearance.

7) Additional hover testing should be performed in a

facility better representing hover conditions.
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